Streamline Inspection Ltd. specializes in the inspection of above ground storage tanks, storage tank volumetric strapping and calibration, pressure vessel inspections and piping inspections.

Our flexible mobilization pricing allows us to have competitively priced inspections throughout Canada and worldwide.

Streamline Inspection's safety program is COR certified and we are very proud of our zero lost time incident safety record.

We have experienced API inspectors on site for every inspection job. We use state of the art equipment to provide you with a safe, reliable and accurate inspection with the fastest possible report turnaround time.

Streamline Inspection provides high definition surveys using state of the art laser scanning systems. We offer laser scanning services to many different companies and industries nationwide.

General Inspection Services
- NDE: UT, VT, MT, PT, LT, RT, HT.
- Coating Evaluations and Repairs.
- Thickness Testing and Holiday testing.
- Ultrasonic Crawler Examinations.
- New Construction Quality Assurance.
- UT Corrosion Surveys.

Vessel and Piping Inspection Services
- API Standard 510 Vessel Inspections.
- API Standard 570 Piping inspections.
- Vessel and Piping Corrosion Surveys.

Above Ground Storage Tanks
- API Standard 653 Inspections.
- MFE/ MFL Bottom Plate Inspections.
- Volumetric Tank Strapping and Calibration.
- CCME Seal Gap Examinations and Calculations.

Guided Wave
- Latest method in NDE. Waves travel long distances with little energy loss locating any issues within pipes.

Thermography
- Digital Infrared photos are taken allowing us to capture all heat levels from -50 Celsius to +2000 Celsius in one picture for any possible object.

Complete Turn Around Services
- Offering complete turn- around services (planning, inspection, execution, full safety services/ EMT).

Floating Roof Leg Pinning
- Full Safety Services and Quality Control Procedures. We have 3 fully qualified personnel inspect the pinning for maximum safety measures.
SERVICES

Laser Scanning

- High Accuracy Dimensional Surveys (As-Built Drawing Creation)
- Create Piping And Instrumentation Diagrams
- Volumetric Calculations For Tanks, Vessels and Ships
- Tunneling And Mining
- Heritage Building Dimensional Surveys
- Accident / Incident Investigations
- Facility Scans For Safety Professionals To Design Safer Workplaces (Limits Costly Field Visits)
- Volumetric Calculations For Tanks, Vessels And Ships
- Dimensional Inspection Tool For Shipping Industry